APPENDIX F

SAMPLE LOCATION DIAGRAMS
Sample Location Diagram

- Sample Locations
  - 3% Asbestos Floor-Tile over Black Mastic (160 sq ft)
  - 2% Asbestos Texture on Fiberboard
L-640 College Complex Level 2
Remodel Sectors 5A, 5B & 6

STAGING & ACCESS
INFORMATION
See section 01500 Temporary Facilities and Controls for additional requirements.

Note: The center of the complex room numbers begin with CO. The outer area of the complex begins with CC.
Los Medanos College
CAMPUS COMPLEX • Level 2
2700 E. Leland Road Pittsburg, CA 94565
www.losmedanos.edu | 925-439-2181

L-640 COLLEGE COMPLEX LEVEL 2
REMODEL SECTORS 5A, 5B, & 6
STAGING AND ACCESS

Note: The center of the complex room numbers begin with CO. The outer area of the complex begins with CC.
See section 01500 Temporary Facilities and Controls for additional requirements.
L-640 COLLEGE COMPLEX LEVEL 2
REMODEL SECTORS 5A, 5B, & 6
STAGING AND ACCESS

Vehicle Access Road
Non-vehicle Pathway
L-640 Staging Area
See section 01500 Temporary Facilities and Controls for requirements.

https://www.google.com/maps/@38.0045419,-121.8628269,293m/data=!3m1!1e3?hl=en